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Abstract
Viruses are microorganisms that infect all kinds of living organisms including plants, and cause remarkable lose
in crop production. Although pesticides showed that they can protect plants from pest infections, there are no effective
substances that can be used as potent virucides. Therefore, there is a continuous demand to produce chemicals in
order to stop and cure viral infections in plants. However, toxicity and carcinogenicity issues were always attributed
to chemical pesticides. Screening of natural products shined in the dark to find new safe virucides. The philosophy
of selecting those plants is oriented towards plants that can protect themselves from viral infections. Plants have
been reported as virus inhibitors and are able to prevent infection of viruses by inducing systemic resistance in noninfested parts of the plants, such as Boerhaavia diffusa, Clerodendrum aculeatum. Other plants defend themselves
against virus infections; these plants contain ribosome inactivating proteins [RIPs], such as Phytolacca Americana,
Mirabilis jalapa, Dianthus caryophullus. The methods used for extraction, separation, identification of those antiviral
compounds are documented and discussed in this review.
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Introduction
Viruses are microorganisms which are able to infect all kinds of
living organisms and the most important hosts are humans, animals,
plants, bacteria and fungi. However few viruses are able to infect more
than one organism [1]. An enormous numbers of plant viruses have
been identified, and almost reached one thousand [2]. Plant viruses
are extended through higher plants which are considered to be natural
hosts [3]. Mostly all kinds of cultivated and non-cultivated plants could
be infected with viruses, but each virus has a different host range [4].
Tobacco Mosaic Virus [TMV] for example is capable of infecting over
1000 species in 85 different plant families [4], on the other hand, some
viruses are unable to infect but only few species in the grass family [3],
for instance, Citrus Tristeza Virus [CTV] is able to infect few species in
Citrus genus [4]. Virus infection can be transmitted from an infected
plant to any healthy plants all over the field, and it is impossible to
cure or to make a plant free virus once it has been became infected.
Therefore, perennial crop virus infection could be problematic. In fact,
the infected plants must be eliminated and a new one replanted which
will take a long time before we can get any economic return [3]. Crop
losses due to virus diseases all over the world are estimated by 60 billion
US dollars per year [3]. Losses in tomato could reach up to 100% by
Tomato Yellow Leaf Curl Virus [TYLCV] in many countries around
the world [5], also the loss caused by TMV and Cucumber Mosaic Virus
[CMV], reached a billion dollar [3]. Africa suffers from losses which
are evaluated by around 50,000 tons of cocoa beans each year caused by
Cacao swollen shoot virus. Rice tungro virus in the Southeast Asia causes
losses with an estimate of $1.5 billion dollars annually, the economic
losses estimated by 1 billion dollar for Tomato spotted wilt virus which
is able to infect different crops beside tomato, peanut and tobacco [1].

Materials and Methods
Classical chemicals used as virucides
Different strategies were used to control viral diseases which
couldn't have been effective in decreasing or avoiding the virus
infection, despite controlling fungi or bacteria were very effective;
especially by chemical means [2]. In fungal diseases using fungicides
is a very important way to protect crops from infections and to
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decrease fungal diseases. However, for virus diseases there is no such
direct way available to control it so far [6]. Researches for virucide
seem to be far behind when compared to similar areas using chemical
compounds such as herbicide, fungicide and insecticide. Antiviral
substances are strongly in demand to control virus diseases, but it has
been documented that the agriculture field lacks antiviral chemicals
[3]. Several chemicals have been found to be able to control virus
replication and suppress virus disease symptoms [7], such as “benlate”
and “bavistin”, but unfortunately these chemicals failed to have any
effect on the quantity of the virus in the leaves. Another problem is that
many of these chemicals have negative properties such as, phytotoxic
effects, probably bad effect on humans, animals, and the environment,
so none of these compounds are used in applied fields for controlling
plant viruses. These disadvantages make the regulations for the
registration of any new chemical virucides very restricted and increases
firmness of the regulations in many countries. The near future probably
will not see any considerable progress of chemical virucides [8].
A combination of heat treatment or meristem tip culture and
chemical treatments in a few cases may have been useful [6]. In apple
shoot cultures ribavirin [virazole], an analog of guanosine has been used
to eliminate Apple Chlorotic Leaf Spot Virus [ACLSV] in combination
with tissue culture [9,10], used it in Cymbidium cultures to eradicate
Odontoglossum Ringspot Virus [ORSV]. Potato viruses have been
eliminated in potato meristem culture by using 2,4-dioxohexahydrol,3,5-triazine [11], and potato stem cuttings [12]. Several compounds
have been tested as antiviral against viruses infecting plants. These
chemicals were produced from plants, other organisms and also
synthetic organic chemicals, all of them nearly if applied to the
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leaves before inoculation, or shortly after inoculation affect virus
infectivity. For instance, a component produced from Phytophthora
megaspermafs. P. glycinea called “glucan” has an inhibiting effect on
a number of viruses but the mode of action remains unknown [13].
Several scientists reviewed work in this field as [14-16]. Many synthetic
analogs for these bases including nucleic acids [purine and pyrimidine]
have been studied very well and the research continues for compounds
of this type [17]. Virazole was found to have a wide-spectrum effect on
the virus system of experimental animals [18].
The antiviral activity of Virazole has been studied in different plant
virus systems. It suppresses and slows down the systemic infection
with Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus [TSWV] and also tobacco plants if
pretreated with it. It also decreases the concentration of CMV and
Alfalfa Mosaic Virus [AMV] in tissue culture plant. However, in
meristem tip cultures, virus free plants were obtained with or without
virazol being added to the medium. Murphy et al. reported that Plant
Growth Promoting Rhizoctinia [PGPR] reduced the severity of the
infection of Tomato Mottle Virus [ToMoV] which infects the tomato
plants. Hence, PGPR was suggested to be used in the management
of ToMoV on tomato plants within the integrated program. Also, it
was observed that, when a high dose of nitrogen fertilizers were used,
suppression of virus disease symptoms occurred but without an effect
on the virus concentration [19]. Significant efforts have been made to
find components that can be used as inhibitors of virus infection and
replication that works as fungicides and give direct protection to the
crops against fungi, but such substances are not available yet [20].
It is very important to evaluate the new antiviral chemicals. They
need to be effective only on the virus metabolism, and stop virus
replication, but have no effect on plant metabolism which is not easy
indeed [3].

Plant as a source of virucides
The Ancient Egyptians and Chinese used plants for treating a lot
of important health issues, and different diseases, also for preparing
hundreds of medicinal products; this is shown in their records [21].
Eighty percent of the world’s population use medicinal plants products
for fighting different pathogens. Many records are published about
medicinal plants used in folk medicine for their high level of effectiveness
as antiviral agent. Some of them have been approved ability to treat
viral infections in animals and people [22,23]. In 1925 Duggar and
Armstrong found the first plant inhibitors, they discovered that TMV
replication was inhabited by the extracts from different plants [24].
During the following 25 years, a lot of progress was achieved in the
discovery of virus inhibitors [25,26]. The knowledge was very limited
in the field of basic science in the 1950s when they started to search for
antiviral agent, although luck interfered [27].
In Europe after the Second World War in 1952 the need for
antiviral agents encouraged research in this field [28]. Boots drug
company [Nottingham, England] screened less than three hundred
different plants in search for an antiviral against influenza. These efforts
were the first practical trial in the discovery of antiviral agents [29]. In
1964 a breakthrough occurred in this field. A plant survey was done
and succeeded in characterizing antiviral substances as antibacterial,
antifungal, and antiviral actions [30]. A great deal of knowledge became
available about virus replication, accumulated through the previous
thirty years which facilitated finding and recognizing more antiviral
agents with high efficacy against virus diseases [31].
Antiviral agents must also be safe for the environment and field
applications; therefore, scientists responsible for plant protection are
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very active and are always working hard trying to find antivirals with
such characteristics [3].

Mechanisms of antiviral activities
Plant viruses depend on plant cell for replication [3]. The
relationship between the virus replication and the host cell is very
intimate; this is the first problem in the progress and thus needs a very
effective antiviral. The second problem is the late identification of viral
diseases when the treatment is not highly effective [32]. Antiviral’s
main target is viral nucleic acid, there are two kinds of viral nucleic
acids which are Deoxyribonucleic Acid [DNA], and Ribonucleic Acid
[RNA], containing the code responsible for viral replication in host cell
and the spread of the virus and viral proteins, but there is not enough
information about the stage of penetration at the virus propagation
[33]. A good antiviral agent must stop the multiplication in the infected
cell should not have any toxic effect on normal cells [32]. Antiviral
chemical agents can stop the spread of the virus, control the visible
symptoms and induce nature resistance by the host [3].

Methods for investigating antiviral agent
Screening and extraction for plants: It is amazing that antiviral
products could be found in many different natural resources, for
instance fungi, marine fauna and flora bacteria, and plants, however,
the screening is usually focus on plants which are known to have
medicinal background [34]. Screening for natural products can be
explored by two methods the first by collecting plants randomly and
the second by searching for plants that are common and known to have
medicinal effects. In a study to evaluate both ways, it was found that,
the second way resulted production of higher number of plants with
active substances than the first way [35].
Mirabilis jalapa extracts from different parts of the plant [root,
leaves and stem], induced inhibition of plant virus activity [36]. The
root extracts of B. diffusa induced the highest antiviral activity when
compared with the other B. diffusa parts extract and it was found to
have antiviral effects on different hosts [37]. An extract of Potentilla
arguta root, and the branch tip extract of Sambucus racemosa were
used. Both were proven to have inhibitory effect [28]. Pokeweed
[Phytolacca americana] contains 3 types of antiviral proteins PAP well
defined as [PAP-I, PAP-II, and PAP-III] it is obtained from leaves but
at different times and different season. Spring leaves, early summer
leaves, and late summer leaves, sequentially [38].
Plants produce 2 types of natural metabolic products, where the
first one is termed “primary metabolites” which is very important
since it is very essential for plant growth and development, the second
termed “secondary metabolites” it is extremely varied in structure,
produced in an enormous variety and plays an important role in the
relations between plants and their biotic and abiotic resistance [21].
Many antiviral natural substances have been obtained during the
previous fifty years. Some have been used as a crude extract that may
contain a number of non-active substances, while others have been
used as purified or partially purified, thus the chemicals included are
not identified, nor the mechanism of these compounds [20]. The kind
of solvent that is used in plant extraction depends on the kind of the
chemicals needed to be obtained, the purpose of use, the conditions of
extraction and the storage medium [21].
Separation and identification of the compounds: Separation
for plant extract materials is important, because the extracted sap
has a mixture of different components and structures; usually
Chromatography is used [21].
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The determination of the detector depends on the structure of the
component needed to be analyzed and the available analytical system.
The same structure can be analyzed by more than one system [39]. The
High Performance Liquid Chromatography System [HPLC] are almost
available everywhere. UV or Diode Array Light [DAD] detectors quantify
the analyzed component. Another common detector is Fluorescence
[21]. In the last few years, extraction methods for phytochemedicinal
products preparation and isolation, have significantly improved due to
increased concern in traditional medicine [40]. There are numbers of
Books and literature available in the market, for example to start with:
Plant Drug Analysis: A Thin Layer Chromatography Atlas [41], and
Laboratory Handbook for the Fractionation of Natural Extracts [42].
They all describe standardized extraction procedures for preparing
antiviral component from medicinal plants [43].
The evaluation methods for antiviral agents: The evaluation for
antiviral chemicals mostly has been done depending on two viruses
which are TMV and PVX [44]. For field application, using the antiviral
chemical substances as a spray on the foliar parts is the most common
way in application, because this method is easy, simple and inexpensive
equipments are not needed [20,44]. Granular method is convenient,
promising, and most importantly it is safe on the environment, because
the substance kept at the same spot of application [20]. Seed treatment
is ignored and is not being used anymore as one of the application
methods [45]. Substances used as antivirals need substantial methods
for evaluation for testing the infected tissues several times after being
treated [46]. Development of the local lesion assay makes evaluation
and quantification for virus replication and inhibition easier and more
reliable [25,26]. Local Lesion assay is used for viruses which have
hosts reacting with the infection and this result in a local lesion. Local
lesion method is a reliable assay to evaluate most of the compounds
as an antiviral [20]. The number of local lesions is an indication of the
effectiveness of the antiviral. A fewer number of local lesions means
more antiviral effect [47]. The inhibition effect using antiviral proteins
was evaluated in percentage using the following formula:
Inhibition rate=[C-T] × 100/C
C is the local lesion number mean in the plants used as a control,
while T is the local lesion number mean in the treated plants [48].
Serological methods such as ELISA for example are available and faster
[20]. Infected plants after using the tested antiviral substances were
examined by ELISA double antibody sandwich [49], to estimate virus
inhibition due to a correlation with the virus concentration, then Real
time Polymerase Chain Reaction [PCR] was used for those plants that
reacted negatively with ELISA test for more sensitive evaluation of the
virus concentration [50].

Resistance acquired by antiviral plants
Natural resistance: Some plants have natural resistance and are
able to defend themselves by preventing the virus from replication
inside the plant cells [4]. Hundreds of cells are invaded by the virus
after infection, but the infection is localized in the area of the leaf and
does not spread to the other cells, hence it must be a kind of natural
resistance that stops the virus replication [46].
Systemic resistance inducers: Some plants have virus inhibitors
these are reported to prevent infection of viruses and to induce systemic
resistance in non-treated parts of the plants [51-53]. For instance
glycoproteins obtained from the root of Boerhaavia diffusa substance
incites the antiviral system in the treated plants. The glycoprotein
inhibits the infection of the virus by blocking virus replication [51,52]
and prompts the plant system to produce new proteins by activating
J Plant Pathol Microb
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the defense mechanism in susceptible hosts [54]. Host plants sprayed
with Boerhaavia diffusa glycoprotein were found to have high antiviral
activity in the sap extracted from the leaves [54-56], however in the sap
extracted from the control plants [non treated], such activity was not
detected . The explanation is that sap from treated leaves contains some
antiviral agent [AVA] protein, which is not found in the control plants
[55]. In a number of susceptible hosts B. diffusa glycoprotein was found
to be successful in inciting high systemic resistance by stimulating the
immunity system.
Whereas, the resistance induced by Clerodendrum aculeatum is
systemic. Leaf extract from Clerodendrum aculeatum when applied as
a spray it could prevent infection of some viruses transmitted by white
fly and mechanically in a number of local lesion hosts and a systemic
hosts [57,58].
Ribosome-inactivating proteins [RIPs]: Several plants have
the ability to be protected against virus infection, since they possess
effective inhibiting substances, a few of them are purified and identified.
These plants have ribosome inactivating proteins [RIPs] which are
considered to be as defense related protein [59]. Pokeweed Antiviral
Proteins [PAPs] from Phytolacca Americana [60], Mirabilis Antiviral
Protein [MAP] from Mirabilis jalapa [61], and Carnation Antiviral
Protein [dianthins] from Dianthus caryophullus [58]. Phytolacca is a
genus that has several Ribosome-Inactivating Proteins [RIPs]. In 1925,
PAP was discovered in the plant of pokeweed [24]. PAP has a very high
ability to inhibit protein assembling, and can stop the transmission of a
number of plant viruses [62]. PAP antiviral activity has several features
which make it very powerful against all types of viruses and this ability
as an antiviral is quite strong even at minimal concentrations.
Mirabilis jalapa extract from different parts of the plant [root,
leaves, and stem], induces an inhibiting effect for the plant virus
activity. The leaf extract of Mirabilis jalapa, when sprayed 24-hours
before the virus inoculation, stops the symptoms of virus disease on a
few systemic hosts. The infectivity test indicated that, 50-60% decrease
in virus content was noticed in the treated plants. Mirabilis jalapa
extract was able to control a number of viruses, which are spread by
insects in systemic hosts. It was able to stop the increase of aphids and
whiteflies population. The mechanical transmission of Turnip Mosaic
Virus [TMV] and Potato Virus Y [PVY] were inhibited by Mirabilis
Antiviral Protein [MAP] [36]. The sap extracted from carnation leaves
induces inhibition of virus infection [63-65] Dianthus caryophyllus has
two types of protein inhibitors, which are Dianthin 30 and, Dianthin
32 they are isolated from the leaves [66]. The proteins of carnation also
induce systemic resistance [67].
Novel antiviral agents: Chemicals are considered very important,
and should play a significant job with highly effectiveness and
minimum side effects. Production of “intelligent” and environmentfriendly plant antiviral agents will give a significant protection for
plants against viruses, crop yields will increase and the quality will
improve without any side effects on users, customer needs, and the
environment [3]. Ten years of research for making an innovation by
discovering a novel green antiviral plant agents has led to successfully
finding several new compounds with significant bioactivity as
antivirus. Some novel structures with high plant antiviral bioactivity,
such as α- aminophosphonate derivative Dufulin [Bingduxing], chiral
cyanoacrylates, and GU188 were discovered. After successfully passing
systemic R&D work, a brand new compound was commercialized as
an antiviral. It is able to prevent the losses caused by virus infection,
it called Duflin. It is a new antiviral agent for plants. Duflin mode of
action is activating the plant immune system, by decreasing the virus
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ability for infection and causing an aggregation to the virus particles.
The need for green technology laid the way for developing safe and
systemic new antiviral agent for plants [3].
Nanotechnology and nanoscience caused a boom in research
and applications recently. Plant extracts or plant biomasses and
microorganisms are being used in an eco-friendly way as biological
organisms for production of nanoparticles, and as an alternative to
chemical and physical methods [68]. A number of plant extracts or
plant biomasses are used for extracellular biosynthesis of silver and
gold nanoparticles, and they have been proved to be successful. Using
plant extracts to synthesize metal nanoparticles is an important branch
of biosynthesis of nanoparticles [69]. C. colocynthis which is widely
grown in Egypt, Sudan and some African countries where it is used in
folk medicine [70,71] is also used. The aqueous extracts of this plant
from its fruits, seeds, leaves and roots are being used to synthesize silver
nanoparticles in a simple and not expensive method [69].
Natural sources are still in focus, and remain an important source
for more substances which have an antiviral effect. It is vital to keep
searching for antiviral agents that are valuable and with new structures
[28]. Advances in plant virus elimination could be possible, by the
new compound effective as an antiviral in human or animal medicine,
keeping in mind that their effectiveness on plant viruses may be
different [50].

Conclusion
Nature is still fertile and rich with an enormous number of
different kinds of plants possessing an antiviral effect. They are highly
variable; each regional area has its own special kind of plants which
are not available elsewhere around the world. While screening for
plant antivirals it's better to focus on plants known for their medicinal
effect in folk medicine, to maximize the valuable results, saves time and
effort. Also screening should expand on-to food crops, which has been
proven not to have any toxic effect. Further studies need to be done on
the plant extract to separate the different compounds determine the
effective substances using standard methodology. Chemical virucide
is not a magic solution for the plant virus diseases, but it's important
and a vital link in the control system chain of the control system, it
may even be expected to have the upper hand in the control system.
Environment friendly measures and procedures should be kept in
mind while working on the research and the production of chemical
virucides. On the other hand, to increase the number of the plant
antiviral agents used as a virucide for plants, we can apply the different
plant antiviral agents that have been proven successful as antiviral
compounds for human beings and animals, especially those which
have a broad- spectrum antiviral activity. This is to save time and to
guarantee that they successfully meet the food and drug regulations. At
the moment nanotechnology is focused on the field of pharmaceuticals
and medicine, but in the next decade it will be very important in the
field of agriculture for the search and development of better, safer and
more effective antimicrobial and antiviral agents.
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